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Westboro Church’s New Plan

Meteor Shower Expected

Everyone has heard of the Westboro Baptist Church (WBC) in the recent years
after all of the outrageous things that they have done. They’ve protested
funerals of soldiers, kids, and the like. Basically they’re just huge douchebags.
Today they have released their new venture that is sure to piss everyone off.

Astronomers have been looking into the night sky throughout this year and have noticed several interesting things. No,
not a giant Death Star being formed just outside the asteroid belt, but another spherical something that puts the earth
in danger. Along with the numerous and fantastic cosmic
shows we’re set to get in the coming year, including two
huge comets and several beautiful showings of our neighboring planets in the solar system, tomorrow, we’re set to
get a meteor shower that comes the closest to earth that has
ever been documented in our recorded astrological history.

by Corey Tindall ~ Daily Bull

Fred Phelps (possibly Michael’s evil twin) had this to say about their upcoming plans, “We have decided as a Church that has been sent down from
heavens to cleanse all of the sinners in the world, we will now be fighting for
slavery. Our nation was built on the foundation of having others as property
and God sent us a message that it is time to bring it back. By bringing back
slavery, we must also announce who the WBC is looking to own as slaves.
We were going to enslave everyone who was not religious but there are too
many of them and frankly, they scare us, like a lot, so we decided to pick
the poor!”
Yes, the poor. As if they were not suffering enough with how our government
treats them. Alex Jones of the Alex Jones Radio Show has decided to get
behind the WBC.
“I can really support this!” said Jones. “What do the poor do for us anyway?
All they do is take all of the rich man’s money which OBAMA!!! gives to them,
so why not make them slaves?! That would give them something useful to
do in their lives!”
see Hufflepuff on back
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That’s right. meteor shower. A huge one. So little is known
about the meteors that scientists aren’t even sure how close
they are getting to the earth. Some investigations made into
the space show have already told us that some of these
meteors will be about half the size of the moon or even
some greater in size. Even some large enough to destroy the
moon itself... oh my.... that could be worrisome.
There are some theorizing that the meteor shower may be
dangerous though. With the distance that some of these
very large meteors are coming to the earth, all within the distance between Mars and Venus, there are many people that
believe this may be the end of the world. But one would
think that this sort of this would have been predicted ages
ago, correct? Of course this would have been predicted
a while ago, when the meteors were first spotted on the
edges of the furthest rings of space.
One astronomer, Dr. J. Harley spoke with us, telling us, “Yes....
this very well could be some sort of apocalypse, but this
is highly unlikely. The gravitational forces would-” and then,

You think the dead we loved ever truly leave us? You
think that we don’t recall them more clearly than ever in
times of great trouble? Your father is alive in you, Harry,
and shows himself plainly when you have need of him.
--Albus Dumbledore
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I was told that the plan would be started out at the next census in 2020. They
would find everyone who was below the poverty line and bring them into
camps. But they said, “Don’t worry; this isn’t going to be like Nazi Concentration Camps. We like the Jews more than some other people because they
always have their ‘Jew Gold’ lying around.” In these camps they will be told
that they will be getting a salary that is going directly into a bank account so
that when they “eventually leave,” they will have plenty of money to do whatever they want. Sort of like a modern day indentured slave! In reality though,
the plan is that after their kids are old enough to begin work (around age 5
I’m told) the parents will have a “Last Supper” which will be a reenactment
of what happened in the bible except the wine will be poisoned. And the
cycle will continue.

unfortunately, the astrologist fell asleep during the interview and her assistant,
Becquerel, refused to let us attempt to wake her noting “it’s much past her
bedtime,” even though they were reached for comment at 10PM....

Subreddit of the Week:
/r/FiftyFifty

by Abigail Skibowski ~ Daily Bull

Is your life lacking excitement? Is it getting to be a little too dull for your taste?
Browsing /r/WTF is all the same to you now? I have found the perfect subreddit for you! Why not check out /r/FiftyFifty?

Either way, though, it seems that there is going to be a spectacular cosmic
show put on for us all tomorrow night. So, remember, everyone, mark your
calendars for April 13th (that’s 4/13/2013) and stay up all night to watch the
brilliant star show. It should be bright enough we don’t even have to leave
the tech campus for this once in a lifetime meteor shower.
In other news, tomorrow, on April 13th, the full release of the massive sandbox game, only currently known as SandBoxURBan, will become active for all
the players that have received the server and the client discs for the game.
These players all signed up for this initial release after the alpha and beta were
both reported to be going very well. The sign up date, back on June 12th in
2012, obtained a full 1025 members for the release, all receiving the game.
The game will become active tomorrow at 11:11:11 AM for all members in
their respective time zones.
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/r/FiftyFifty should be left for the most adventurous of redditors. Possibly
those who have been desensitized by the internet (you know who you
are). It is the horrible combination of /r/aww, /r/gore, /r/spacedicks, and /r/
gonewild. It can almost be played like a fun game.
If you are like me, cheating is the best option for you. This game is best
played with a partner because why the fuck would you want to look at some
of these pictures yourself, you sick fuck. Next, go to said subreddit and you
will see various blue links. These blue links will have a title similar to “Basket of
puppies OR man sawing his own leg.” This is when it gets interesting. Most
sane folk would hope desperately for the basket of puppies. You have a
fifty-fifty shot of getting either a basket of cute golden retrievers or some
gore scene (hence the name /r/FiftyFifty), depending on the sanity of the OP. I
f you are not quite desensitized by other various subreddits like I am, playing with another person makes it much easier because it is best to see the
reaction on your friend’s face before you click on a risky link. Sometimes they
start to catch on and then hide their facial expressions or lie about them and
then you’re out of luck.
Some of the most dangerous links are those that are very obscure such as
“Spiderwoman OR Spiderwoman.” Either you’re going to get lucky and see
some babe as a scantily-clad superhero or you’re going to cry and have horrible dreams after you see a woman that resembles a spider with six eyes, like
something out of a horror movie.
Proceed with caution with /r/FiftyFifty. The sense of adventure can get very

addictive. I have lost many friends to this subreddit for the need of adrenaline
surge. Then you’ll wonder why the hell you spent all of your time looking at
these stupid pictures.
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I would not suggest subscribing to this subreddit but you should still give it
a shot. You have to be in a rare mood to actually be in the state of mind to
handle some of this stuff.
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